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This month we will be learning these things in English class: 

ENGLISH SCIENCE & SOCIAL STUDIES 

Unit 11: Why is Antarctica special? 

Learning objectives: 

I can identify key details in factual talks on familiar 

topics, if spoken slowly and clearly. 

I can understand the main ideas in simple 

descriptive texts on familiar topics. 

I can act out a short dialog or role-play, given 

prompts. 

I can write simple factual descriptions of animals, 

given prompts or a model. 

Vocabulary: south Pole, penguin, expedition, 

temperature, degrees, ice, continent, freezing, 

crack, deep, fur, octopus, hunt, krill, feather, layer, 

migrate, poisonous, wing, waterproof. 

Grammar: 

● Are / Is there...? There is / There are… with 

countable and uncountable nouns. 

● Common adjectives in the right order. 

Unit 12: Why do we have festivals? 

Learning objectives: 

I can understand most of the concrete details in 

informal conversations on familiar everyday topics, 

if the speakers talk slowly and clearly. 

I can understand the main ideas in simple 

descriptive texts on familiar topics. 

I can give a short, basic description of a special 

event, if guided by questions or prompts. 

I can write simple sentences about future trips or 

events. 

Vocabulary: lantern, parade, emperor, stilt, 

walker, annoying, hang, crowded, costume, furry, 

fireworks, eel, cathedral, bell, get married, water 

fight, spray, have a day off, grown-up, sticky, 

coconut. 

Grammar: 

● “Will” + infinitive for predictions about the future. 

● WH Questions and all subject pronouns with 

simple verb phrases. 

Science Unit 9: What is Earth like? 

I will explore what exists beyond our planet. 

I will find out about the Sun. 

I will learn about the Moon and its phases. 

I will learn about the stars. 

I will identify and describe the objects in our solar 

system. 

I will describe what orbits the Sun. 

I will describe and classify planets as gas planets or 

rocky planets. 

I will explain why we have day and night. 

I will explain how the Sun rises and sets. 

 

Vocabulary:  

Earth, Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, Moon, Neptune, 

Saturn, Uranus, Venus. 

 
 

Social Studies: Have fun but take care. 

 

MATH PROJECTS 

● Times tables 

● Two-digit by two digits multiplication 
● Division with remainders 

● Fractions with different denominator 

English Project: Invent your own festival. This project 

will be done at school. (No materials will be 

requested). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● Due date: Wednesday, June 26th. 2024 


